
Facilty Status Report for Paisley School - Brick as of 311512020 12:00:00 AM

TotalAdjusted Enrollment: n 69

Series

DTap/Tdap

Polio

Varicella

Measles

Mumps

Rubella

Hep B

HepA

AllVaccines

Percent Vaccinated

50.72o/o (35)

73.91o/o (51)

81.160/0 (56)

76.81% (53)

78.260/0 (54)

,78.26Vo (54)

84.06% (58)
I

7e.71% (55)

47.83% (33)

Percent with Non-Medical Exemption

14.49% (1O)

10.14% (7)

11.597" (B)

11.5e% (B)

10.14yo (7)

10.14Yo (71

10.14o/o (7)

11.5e% (8)

1o.14Yo (7)

Percent of children with no immunization or exemption record: 0.000/" (0)

Percent of children with a medical exemption to one or more vaccine: 0.00% (0)

* There maybe children enrolled for whom immunizations are not required to_be reported

because thiir records are tracked by another site or they attend fewer then 5 days per year

** Not all immunizations are required for all grades. The numbers may nottotal 1007o if

some children have medical exemptions, or-are incomplete with immunizations but do not

need and exemption because they are on schedule.
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Facilty Status Report for Paisley School District as of 311512020 12:00:00 AM

Total Adjusted Enrollment: * 142

Series

DTapffdap

Polio

Varicella

Measles

Mumps

Rubella

Hep B

HepA
:AllVaccines

Percent Vaccinated

42.25Yo (6O)

50.700/" (72)

59.157o (84)

50.70o/o (72)

61.27% (87)

61.27% (87)

68.31% (e7)

68.31% (e7)

35.s2% (51)

Percent with Non-Medical Exemption

31.6e% (45)

2e.58% (42)

27.46% (3e)

30.9e% (44)

22.54Vo (32)

22.54Vo (32)

2g.58o/o (42)

26.06% (37)

21.B3Yo (31)

Percent of children with no immunization or exemption record: 0'00"/. (0)

Percent of children with a medical exemption to one or more vaccine: 0'00% (0)

* There maybe children enrolled for whom immunizations are not required to_be reported

because their records are tracked by another site or they attend fewer then 5 days per year.

** Not all immunizations are required for all grades. The numbers may not total 10-07o if

some children have medical exemptions, orlre incomplete with immunizations but do not

need and exemption because they are on schedule.
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